Marking Permission

We, Hartford Steam Boiler Ireland Limited, hereby authorize that

The Company
Duraloy Technologies Inc.
120 Bridge Street
Scottdale, PA 15683
USA

may mark their category II pressure equipment with our
Identification-Number:

\[ \text{CE}^{2833} \]

according to Module A2 - Internal production control plus supervised pressure equipment checks at random intervals, of the Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/EU

This permission is based on monitoring the final assessment by means of unexpected visits and applies to Design and Manufacture of Pressure Equipment

The Notified Body:
Hartford Steam Boiler Ireland Limited
28 Windsor Place
Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin 2
Ireland

Notified Body: 2833

Certificate No: HSB IE-20-07-034
HSB IE Reg.-No: US.DTI.518.00-A1
First Certification (HSB): 23. Jun 2005
Certification Date: 21. Jul 2020
Expiration Date: 22. Jun 2021

Pedro Veiga
Name
21. Jul 2020
Date

Signature